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Abstract

Purpose: Digital pathology diagnostics are often based

on subjective qualitative measures. A murine model of

early phase pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma provides

a controlled environment with a priori knowledge of the

genetic mutation and stage of the disease. Use of this

model enables the application of supervised learning

methods to digital pathology. A computerized diagnos-

tics system for histological detection of pancreatic ade-

nocarcinoma was developed and tested.

Methods: Pathological H&E stained specimens with early

pancreatic lesions were identified and evaluated with a

system that models cancer detection using a top-down

object learning paradigm, mimicking the way a pathol-

ogist learns. First, the dominant primitives were iden-
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tified and segmented in the images, i.e. the ducts, nu-

clei and tumor stroma. A boost based machine learning

technique was used for duct segmentation, classifica-

tion and outlier pruning. Second, a set of morphological

features traditionally used for cancer diagnosis which

provides quantitative image features was employed to

quantify subtle findings such as duct deformation and

nuclei malformations. Finally, a visually interpretable

predictive model was trained to distinguish between

normal tissue and pre-malignant cancer lesions, given

ground truth samples.

Results: A predictive success rate of 92% was achieved

using 10-fold cross validation and 93% on an indepen-

dent test set. Comparison was made with state of the

art classification algorithms which are not interpretable

as visible features yielded the contribution of individual

primitive features to the prediction outcome.

Conclusions: Quantitative image analysis and classifi-

cation was successful in pre-clinical histology diagnosis

for early stage pancreatic adenocarcinoma. These meth-

ods may be applicable to a diverse range of malignan-

cies. The use of interpretable supervised learning tech-

niques may improve the success of CAD in histopatho-

logical diagnosis.

Keywords Cancer prediction · Boosting · Segmenta-

tion · CAD

1 Introduction

The aim of this work is the development of a comput-

erized diagnostics tool which can assist pathologists in

decision making when confronted with the elusive diag-

nosis of early stage Pancreatic Ductal Adenocarcinoma

(PanIN). We propose and evaluate a cancer prediction
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system for early phase pancreatic ductal adenocarci-

noma in a murine mice model. Such a controlled envi-

ronment, in which the genetic mutation and stage of

disease evolution are known a-priori, is a classic setting

for the usage of supervised learning methods. The ad-

vantage of such methods is that concepts (such as duc-

tal morphology) can be defined and represented with-

out the need for explicit programming, but rather by

being presented with previous experiences [23]. Adapt-

ing such a system to a human clinical setting can be

done using representative training samples, assuming

the concepts do not change. When applied to human

cases, the system would require adaptation yet no con-

ceptual change.

Pancreatic Ductal Adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is the

fourth leading cause of cancer death in the US, with an

estimated incidence of 37,700 cases and 34,300 deaths

from the disease in 2008 [15]. Like other epithelial neo-

plasms, pancreatic cancer starts as a curable noninva-

sive lesion termed Pancreatic Intraepithelial Neoplasm

(PanIN). Detection of this early precursor of cancer

opens a window of opportunity for cure. Despite its

aggressive nature, diagnosis of pancreatic cancer poses

a great challenge to pathologists. This is because low

grade cancer shares many of its morphological features

with those seen in chronic inflammatory conditions of

the pancreas. Correct differentiation of PanINs from be-

nign conditions on one hand and from invasive cancer

on the other, offers the best hope for treating pancre-

atic cancer before an incurable disease has developed.

Using the toolbox available for pathologists today, di-

agnosis of PanIN is extremely difficult and sometimes

even impossible [17].

The novelty of our system is twofold. First, we in-

troduce a duct segmentation technique based on unique

features and supervised learning methods with outlier

pruning. The objective of this method is to quantify

the concept of subtle morphological changes in ducts,

due to their clinical significance in PDAC assessment.

Second, our CAD system is open and interpretable.

We generalize the “second opinion” CAD systems [6]

which only provide a classification result by incorpo-

rating feature analysis into an interpretable classifier

output. Contrary to other CADs, our system does not

emphasize numerous features coupled with dimension-

ality reduction techniques, instead we base our classi-

fication model on a small number of clinically inspired

features, akin to the visual inspection performed by a

physician.

In order to pathologically diagnose lesions in the

pancreas, a specimen of the pancreatic tissue is pre-

served with chemical fixatives and processed to 5 mi-

cron thick layers that are mounted on glass slides. The

slides are then stained with Hematoxylin and Eosin

(H&E), the gold standard stain in histology which col-

ors the cellular organelles blue and pink. Routinely,

slides are then manually examined under a light mi-

croscope by the pathologist [10]. Several features can

be used to distinguish PanINs from different conditions

affecting the pancreas, and most of these boil down to

the violation of tissue architecture by cancerous lesions

as opposed to benign conditions. In neoplastic states the

glands violate the lobular architecture; the glands can

invade arteries and nerves; The stroma, the connective

tissue which forms the supportive framework for the

glands, is abundant and dense; The lumen of the ducts

or the glands themselves may be incomplete; and the

size of the cell’s nuclei vary by a ratio greater than 4:1

[17]. A major obstacle to the correct diagnosis of PanIN

stems from the fact that all but the last of these fea-

tures are descriptive, subjective to assessment and hard

to quantify. Therefore, automatic quantification of some

of these features may be beneficial to pathologists.

In recent years advances in virtual microscopy in

general and whole slide imaging in particular have opened

the door for computerized diagnostics [25]. Despite such

advances, pathology has exhibited a low adoption rate

for digital workflows compared to radiology. One possi-

ble explanation is that the sheer size of the data from

this modality poses challenges to all computerized di-

agnostics systems. A high resolution chest scan is com-

prised of approximately 134 million voxels, while a sin-

gle prostate biopsy procedure with 12-20 samples digi-

tized at ×40 resolution encompasses a dataset of 2.5-4

billion voxels [12].

In order to deal with such challenges, research in

digital pathology has focused not only on computer

aided diagnostics but also on specific object level seg-

mentation techniques. Various approaches have been

proposed for nuclei segmentation, such as fuzzy logic

based segmentation [2], template matching schemes [18]

and adaptive thresholding [20]. Segmentation algorithms

for other structures such as glands have also been pro-

posed, such as a segmentation algorithm based on ac-

tive contours [1] and pixel level boundary classification

method[18].

An overview of the challenges and CAD systems in

histology is presented in [14]. One such system sug-

gested by Doyle et. al. provides an automated Glea-

son grading system for prostate cancer based on graph,

morphological, and textural features together with an

SVM classification framework [8]. Additional research

on prostate cancer classification using a multi-resolution

framework which identifies cancerous regions at a low

resolution and consequently examines and classifies such

regions in greater detail was introduced in [7]. Gurcan
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et. al. have introduced analysis methods of neuroblas-

toma [13], focusing on nuclei segmentation based on

top hat reconstruction and hysteresis thresholding. Ad-

ditional work on neuroblastoma computer aided diag-

nostics was introduced in [26], utilizing a classification

framework based on texture features extracted using

co-occurrence statistics and local binary patterns. Roul-

lier et al. have focused on breast cancer using unsuper-

vised learning methods together with a multi-resolution

framework and domain specific knowledge for mitosis

extraction and visualization [24].

Contrary to the above examples, our system defines

clinical aspects and feature extraction is carried out

based on such definitions and not on mathematically

inspired models. Our CAD implements such a strategy

by analyzing unique features of PDAC, based on mor-

phological object analysis. First, key clinical primitives

are identified, i.e. ducts, nuclei and stroma. A boosted

strong classifier is trained based on manually anno-

tated examples in order to distinguish between duct

contours and non-duct contours. Nuclei and stroma are

segmented using unsupervised methods. Second, object

level features based on clinical aspects are extracted

from the identified primitives. Finally, a classification

tree is trained and evaluated based on the ground truth

samples. Since such a classifier is easily interpretable

and all features are quantifiable the output of such

a predictive model can be used as a decision support

“flowchart”.

As PDAC stems from the ductal cells, we postu-

lated that the ability to characterize and analytically

quantify duct morphology may play a pivotal role in

the prediction of early phase cancer. Novel features and

training methods are introduced, aiming to address the

properties of this unique region of interest. The features

of pixels on the duct contour are viewed as a sequence

of values collected over the boundary curve whereby

successive values are related to previous ones, forming

a stochastic process in the feature space. This approach

is utilized to remove outliers during model creation and

to extract object level features.

This paper is organized as follows. A detailed de-

scription of the dataset used in this study is described

in section 2. An outline of the algorithm is depicted in

section 3. A description of H&E color based preprocess-

ing is presented in section 4. We introduce duct detec-

tion including feature extraction, training, testing and

evaluation in section 5. Nuclei and stroma detection are

outlined in section 6. In section 7 object level features

of the primitives are detailed. We discuss image level

classification and results in section 8. Conclusions and

future work are explored in the final section.

2 Materials

2.1 Pancreatic Tissues

In this study image acquisition of pancreatic specimens

was carried out using a whole slide scanner. Ground

truth samples from cancer induced mice are manually

examined in a traditional pathologic fashion, grouping

areas of normal pancreatic histology together with in-

flammatory areas, as areas displaying PanIN are grouped

separately. Selected regions of interest from both groups

are then studied by the system for analysis and classi-

fication.

In order to take advantage of a controlled environ-

ment, we used a transgenic mouse model of PDAC that

was developed by Tuveson et al [16]. Two culprit genetic

mutations that exist in the majority of PDAC cases in

humans were expressed in mice pancreata. Mice carry-

ing these two mutations concomitantly develop PDAC

that recapitulates the genetic makeup and pathologi-

cal characteristics of human PDACs [5], [19]. Moreover,

the natural history of the disease in mice is highly pre-

dictable: mice are born with normal pancreas; by the

age of 10 weeks the majority of mice display PanIN le-

sions; by 5 month an invasive tumor is evident and a

metastatic spread soon follows.

For this study we used pancreatic specimens from

four mice at the ages of 4 weeks, and four mice at the

age of 10 weeks. Samples were fixed, processed in a

single batch and stained with H&E. Each pancreatic

specimen yielded 4 slides representing different tissue

depths. Tissue processing was done based on the rou-

tine pathology lab workflow, according to traditional

guidelines. All experimental procedures were performed

under the auspices of our approved animal protocol in

accordance to the guidelines issued by the Institutional

Animal Care and Use Committee.

2.2 Microscopy

Digital image acquisition with the aid of whole slide

scanners has been rapidly adopted by pathologists in

the last decade, due to its ability to produce a high res-

olution photomicrograph of an entire histologic slide.

Whole slide images (WSI) have several advantages over

conventional microscopy: WSI can be explored at differ-

ent magnifications and in-between magnifications; qual-

ity of WSI is constant over time, focusing is carried out

during scanning and images of multiple focal planes en-

able continuous accurate focus over the entire slide. In

this work we used WSI technology (Panoramic MIDI,

3DHistech, Hungary) in order to maximize the repro-

ducibility of the images captured in terms of image
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quality, focus, lighting, color variations and optical con-

figuration. The scanner is equipped with 3CCD pro-

gressive scan color camera with a resolution of 1360H

and 1024V pixels (HV-F22, Hitachi Kokusai Electric,

Japan). Slides were scanned at ×45 magnification and

viewed on a Panoramic Viewer platform (3DHistech,

Hungary). Output file format was lossless tif.

A database of whole slide images of pancreatic spec-

imens stained with H&E was acquired. Pathological

classification of specimens was carried out by two physi-

cians independently, which were blinded with respect to

tissue origin. Regions of interest (ROIs) were annotated

by each physician independently and include ducts, fo-

cuses of inflammation, acini and areas of stroma. Dis-

crepancies between the two were resolved by discussion

and consensus.

A database of 103 images of 1211x1044 pixels was

acquired and grouped into two series; 43 ROIs displayed

healthy and inflammatory zones, and a second group of

60 ROIs of displayed PanINs. 80% of the ROIs in the

database include images of ducts, while 20% did not, fo-

cusing on inflammatory zones, acini and stroma. More-

over, an independent test set comprised of 30 images

is used for evaluating our system. 6 additional images

were taken to be used as a training set for duct detec-

tion.

3 Algorithm Overview

A complete outline of our CAD algorithm is as follows:

Given a new input image, we first preprocess the im-

age by attributing each pixel as belonging to one of

three color based clusters; lumen, cellular component

and stroma. Second, we identify and segment the key

structures in the image; ducts, nuclei and stroma. Ducts

are identified and segmented using supervised learn-

ing, based on manually annotated contour examples,

the nuclei and stroma are identified and segmented us-

ing unsupervised methods. Third, we extract features

from the identified primitives which are inspired by clin-

ical definitions. Finally, we classify the image as either

healthy or PanIn based on a decision tree classifier.

The decision tree, together with the object based

features, form a flowchart which can be used as a re-

port for early cancer classification. A physician can in-

spect the tree from the root and examine each split

until reaching a leaf which contains the final decision.

This enables the physician to make a controlled decision

based on quantitative measurements and to individu-

ally evaluate different components of the decision mak-

ing process. Note that our system contains four tiers:

preprocessing, detection, classification and explanation.

Note that the more challenging tasks are performed us-

ing supervised learning methods.

Fig. 1 System Block Diagram

4 Color Preprocessing

H&E staining is a technique used to highlight specific

entities in a tissue specimen using colored dyes. Hema-

toxylin is a purple dye which stains the chromatin within

the nuclei, while Eosin is a pink dye which stains the cy-

toplasm and connective tissue. As a preprocessing step

to H&E object recognition, each pixel belonging to an

individual testing image is transformed from its origi-

nal RGB value into a four dimensional color descriptor.

Such a descriptor decouples intensity information from

color information in the image. The first two compo-

nent of the pixel color descriptor are the a∗ and b∗ color

components from the CIE-Lab color-space image trans-

form. Uniform changes in such components correspond

to uniform changes in human perceived color [9], con-

trary to the RGB color space which models the output

of physical devices and not the nonlinear response of

the human eye.

The second two components of the pixel color de-

scriptor are the contribution of each individual stain

to a pixel. The problem of decomposing an image into

separate dyes in an unsupervised manner [22] can be

formulated as the following matrix factorizations prob-

lem:

argmin
D,S

‖I −D · S‖L2

subject to D,S � 0
(1)

In the above formulation I is a 3×N matrix, where

N is the number of pixels in a testing image, D is a

3× 2 matrix where each column corresponds to one of

the two dyes used in the staining process and S is a

2 × N matrix such that each entry Si,j indicates the

contribution of dye i to pixel j.
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The color descriptor is then defined by a 4-dimensional

vector representing the color signature of a pixel, con-

sisting of the CIE-Lab color components and the con-

tribution of each dye to the pixel

pj = [a∗j , b
∗
j , S1,j , S2,j ] (2)

The motivation behind such a color descriptor, as

opposed to simply clustering a three dimensional sig-

nature consisting of the RGB values, is to introduce as

much prior knowledge as possible to our system. The

CIE-Lab colorspace was introduced to simulate human

vision such that distances in CIE-Lab correlate with

perception of color. As the manner by which Hema-

toxylin and Eosin stain different cellular organelles and

tissue components is known, deconvolution into these

two colorspaces enables integration of such prior knowl-

edge to our system (i.e. nuclei stain purple while cyto-

plasm stains pink). Such approaches were successfully

introduced into various systems in the field of digital

pathology, such as [27].

We then proceed by applying 3-means clustering on

the color descriptors so as to partition the image into

discriminative color groups, which will give us a “first

order approximation” of the image primitives. A choice

of k = 3 stems from the fact that each image contains

3 distinct structures, i.e. cellular component (with nu-

clei), stroma and lumen. During early stages of can-

cer clustering is a viable technique for object detection

since all primitives are still well-formed and each struc-

ture consists of a unique color composition. This is in

contrast with object recognition in more advanced can-

cer, whereby structures lose their architecture and color

composition no longer describes the primitives. This

approach overcomes some of the challenges related to

color clustering in H&E staining [25] where using color

representations based on only two dimensions results

in poor object recognition. By fusing color information

from both color space transform and color deconvolu-

tion techniques, distinct clusters in the color description

space are formed

5 Duct Detection

5.1 Duct Classifier Construction

The goal of the duct classification is to find a good local

approximation of the duct curves (if such curves exist)

and the local sets of interior and exterior points. Follow-

ing color preprocessing, a set of candidate contours are

calculated. Since ducts are structures that form chan-

nels, circumscribed by nuclei, the external boundaries

of each lumen cluster connected component region are

used as a set of candidate contours.

To this end, we use a classifier that was trained on

a set of features encoding the domain specific knowl-

edge of such structures. It is trained based on manu-

ally annotated contours, using the classical formulation

of Adaboost [11]. A strong binary classifier H is con-

structed from a set of weak classifiers, forming a linear

combination of weighted hypotheses

First, each member pixel xi in a candidate contour

is classified by the strong Adaboost classifier

H(xi) =

T∑
t=1

αtht(xi) (3)

where {ht} are the weak classifiers. An entire con-

tour is classified as a duct if the total score of the entire

contour is positive

HDuct({xi}) = sign(

N∑
i=1

H(xi)) =

sign(

N∑
i=1

T∑
t=1

αtht(xi)) > 0

(4)

We now review the underlying features used for clas-

sification. For each candidate pixel xi, we calculate an

optimal bisection of the box Ωi, of size 60 × 60 pixels

centered at xi into exterior and interior regions. This

is achieved by minimizing∑
xj∈Ωinterior

(I(xj)− 1) +
∑

xj∈Ωexterior
(I(xj)− 0)

(5)

over all bisections Ωinterior∪Ωexterior by lines going

through xi with angles discretized to multiples of 45◦

with I representing a binary mask with lumen pixels

belonging to a specific duct are attributed a value of 1

and all other pixles are set to 0.

Once the optimal bisection is computed, we can pro-

ceed to calculate a set of features associated with the

pixel:

1. Percentage of exterior region pixels belonging to nu-

clei cluster.

2. Percentage of interior region pixels belonging to lu-

men cluster.

3. Fixative Ratio: percentage of entire contour interior

pixels (not only box interior) which do not belong

to the lumen cluster.

4-9. Sum of squared DCT coefficients belonging to the

six subbands of the two highest frequencies.

10. Deviation from average radius. The radius of a pixel

is defined as the distance from the shape centroid.

The average radius is the mean radius of all individ-

ual pixels belonging to a candidate contour. This
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Fig. 2 Illustration of duct detection (a) Original image, (b) Nuclei cellular component color cluster, (c) Lumen cluster, (d)
Candidate regions for detection, (e) Boundary classification results, green pixels are predicted as belonging to duct boundary,
black pixels are predicted as not belonging to duct boundary, (f) Final result of duct identification

feature is calculated as R(i) = |r(i)−r̂|
r̂ where r(i)

represents the ith pixel of the candidate contour and

r̂ represents the average radius.

11. Deviation from perpendicular radius. The perpen-

dicular radius is defined as the radius of the pixel

which lies at a 90◦ angle to the ith pixel of the can-

didate contour. This feature is calculated as follows

R(i) =
|r(i)−rp(i)|

r̂ where rp(i) is the pixel which lies

at a 90◦ angle to the ith pixel of the candidate con-

tour.

12. Average contour curvature. A polygonal approxima-

tion of all discrete points on the contour is com-

puted, followed by the calculation of curvature. The

mean is taken over all values of the curvature.

The first three features measure the extent to which

a pixel belongs to a setting befitting a duct, i.e. lumen

interior, nuclei exterior and fixative within the duct.

The fourth to ninth features determine the unique tex-

ture of the nuclei. DCT coefficients are an efficient tex-

ture classification feature and can represent a texture

“signature”. The tenth feature models contour deformi-

ties, favoring smooth contours over contours with mal-

formations. The eleventh feature favors circular con-

tours over elliptic, in order to separate between ducts

and artifacts caused during tissue processing. The last

feature favors contours with lower curvature distinguish-

ing between ellipses and random angular structures.

Training the duct classifier requires a collections of

manually annotated contours, with examples of ducts

and examples of other closed contours which are not

ducts (tears in the tissue, connective tissue closed con-

tours and other structures). However, such a training

set contains a substantial amount of outliers. The rea-

son for this is that all ducts inherently contain imper-

fections, such as gaps in the surrounding nuclei, inaccu-

racies in the textural patterns of the surrounding nuclei

due to limitations of WSI focus and small deformations

in the shape of the duct. Since such imperfections tend

to concentrate in specific areas of a duct (see Fig 3(d)),

we can design an algorithm to identify and remove out-

lier boundary pixels.

We approach the problem of training a classifier on a

noisy dataset by taking advantage of the temporality of

neighboring pixels on a boundary contour, as visualized

in Fig 3(c). We define the neighborhood of a pixel as:

ρ(xi) = [xi−δ, xi+δ] (6)

After an initial estimated classification of the noisy

training set, we define ci = 1 if the classification of

pixel xi is correct and ci = −1 if the classification of xi
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Fig. 3 Training the duct classifier (a) Feature space of en-
tire hand marked training collection using three most domi-
nant features of the boosted ensemble, (b) Removal of non-
representative outliers, marked green, (c) Visualization of
spatially neighboring pixels in the feature space, (d) Visual-
ization of duct imperfection concentrated in a specific spatial
region.

is incorrect. The region classification error of a pixel is

defined as:

εS =
∑

xi∈ρ(xi)
cj ·G(xj) =

j+δ∑
j−δ

cj ·G(xj)
(7)

G(xj) =
1√
2πσ

e
−x2
2σ (8)

In our experiment we used δ = 15, σ = 15. The re-

gion classification error aggregates the classification er-

ror of a pixel together with its neighbors. The Gaussian

weights emphasize classification of spatially close pixels

within the specified neighborhood. A pixel with high εS
represents a neighborhood ρ(xi) with high classification

confidence. Pixels with low εS represent a neighborhood

ρ(xi) with low classification confidence.

Regions with low classification confidence are in ef-

fect confusing training samples. Removing such samples

aides in alleviating boosting bias [28] while taking ad-

vantage of the temporal properties of the data. Since

AdaBoost tends to focus on the hard-to-classify sam-

ples, removing such samples which belong to a region

which is not representative of a duct will reduce the

effects of over-fitting. We define the outliers using the

context of the classification problem, taking into ac-

count a pixel along with its neighborhood in order to

determine non-representative samples.

5.2 Duct classifier evaluation

We evaluate the performance of our method using 10-

fold cross validation. The duct classier was trained on a

sample size of 10,000 observations with 12 features. We

examine the predictive capabilities of a classifier trained

on the entire noisy dataset and the classifier trained

on the pruned dataset, after removing the confusing

samples. Note that in order to compare both methods,

training is performed on the pruned training set yet

testing the pruned classifier is done on the same folds

as that of the complete training set, without removing

the outliers.

Fig. 4 Duct detection evaluation using 10-fold cross valida-
tion

The classifier trained on the pruned dataset exhibits

superior performance, with cross validation error con-

verging to 15%. The classifier trained on the complete

dataset does not perform as well, converging to an error

of 21.5%. These results, as shown in Fig 4, illustrate the

importance of pruning outliers.

6 Nuclei and Stroma Detection

6.1 Nuclei Segmentation

The initial color based clustering is not accurate enough

for nuclei segmentation, since nuclei exist inside and

outside pancreatic cellular components. In order to re-

fine the nuclei segmentation, a marker controlled water-

shed transform [3], [21] method is used in order to take

advantage of image intensity and gradient, not only

color. Since this method is sensitive to the choice of

initial markers for the flooding algorithm, additional

morphological operations are utilized.

Initial markers or “basins” for the flooding algo-

rithm are selected by taking connected component re-

gions belonging to the nuclei\cellular component clus-

ter. The watershed is initiated from such pixels or mark-

ers whose connected component area is larger than areamin
and is smaller than areamax. These constraints are set

so as to to avoid large tissue areas and small groups of

pixels. Large areas belong to tissue regions and small

areas are in effect noise, such pixels usually do not de-

pict good candidates for nuclei segmentation.
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A candidate basin is therefore a set of pixels which

belong to the nuclei\cellular component cluster and con-

forms to the connected component limitation, i.e.

areamin < area < areamax. The flooding algorithm be-

gins with such markers and terminates at a local min-

imum of the gradient of the CIE-Lab image intensity

∇L or by reaching the local minima imposed by the

geodesic zone of influence of a candidate basin\nuclei.

Thus, image intensity is fused with color analysis to

achieve a refined nuclei segmentation.

6.2 Stroma Segmentation

Since the stroma has a unique color composition which

is faithfully digitized by a high quality whole image

scanner, a “rough” segmentation using the color cluster-

ing techniques detailed above yields favorable results.

The stroma segmentation is therefore simply denoted

as all pixels belonging to the stroma cluster, as de-

tailed in section 4. Since the features extracted from

the stroma are fairly simple, this segmentation, coupled

with feature extraction from other histologic objects, is

sufficient to properly characterize an image.

Fig. 5 Nuclei and stroma segmentation examples (a) original
image,(b) segmented nuclei marked in green, (c) segmented
stroma

7 Object Level Feature Extraction

After identification and detection of pancreatic primi-

tives, a set of features are extracted from each primi-

tive. Duct deformations and imperfections are modeled

by taking a detailed approach of individual pixels and a

holistic view of the entire duct region. Since AdaBoost

allows interpretation of importance of each weak clas-

sifier, the most important feature from the duct detec-

tion phase (ratio of nuclei pixels in box exterior 1) is

derived. The values of such a feature over the contour

can be viewed as a stochastic process X(t), which best

describes the evolution of the classifier over boundary

(see Fig 3(c)). Using this formulation, each pixel fea-

ture represents a discrete time variable with index ti
corresponding to pixel xi on the contour.

The following features are extracted from duct ob-

jects:

1. Mean Drift energy E|S 1
3
[X(t)]|. Duct imperfections

are modeled as drift in the spectrum. X(t) repre-

sents the most important feature of the duct classier.

S 1
3

represents the spectrum S[(X(t)] multiplied by

a lowpass filter with bandwidth equaling a third of

the entire spectrum.

2. Mean Imperfection ratio: The ratio of the duct clas-

sifier negative and positive scores

N∑
i=0

H(xi)<0

N∑
i=0

H(xi)>0

. The

“false positives” of the classifier are indicative of

duct deformity.

3. Mean duct convex area.

4. Mean duct eccentricity, the ratio of the distance be-

tween the foci of the enclosing ellipse and its major

axis length.

5. Number of segmented ducts.

The following features are extracted from stroma

object:

1. Stroma “mass”: Number of pixels belonging to stroma

object.

2. Stroma “haphazard” measure: Solidity of connected

component regions, the ratio of pixels belonging to

the convex hull of each connected component region.

The following features are extracted from nuclei ob-

jects:

1. Mean area.

2. Extra-nuclei intensity variance, the standard devi-

ation of CIE-Lab intensity L taken over the entire

nuclei collection σ(L).

3. Extra-nuclei color variance, standard deviation of

CIE-Lab color C =
√
a∗ + b∗ taken over the entire

nuclei collection σ(C).

4. Intra-nuclei intensity variance: Each nuclei intensity

variance is calculated separately. Defined as

max({σ(Li)}Nnucleii=1 )−min({σ(Li)}Nnucleii=1 )

where Nnuclei denotes the number of segmented nu-

clei.
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5. Intra-nuclei color variance: Each nuclei color vari-

ance is calculated separately. Defined as

max({σ(Ci)}Nnucleii=1 )−min({σ(Ci)}Nnucleii=1 ).

The aforementioned features are not the same as

features defined in the clinical literature. For example,

such literature defines 4:1 ratio as a quantifiable mea-

sure for cancer grading [17]. From a statistical stand-

point, such a measure is prone to noise, taking into

account only 2 nuclei areas (the maximal and minimal)

instead of a more robust statistic. Other features are

suggested that are more robust yet still capture the

essence of nuclei anamorphosis and other clinical as-

pects.

8 Results and Discussion

8.1 Performance Evaluation and Analysis

Ultimately our method has two goals. First, it needs to

appropriately represent and generalize the problem by

achieving favorable results for a given testing criteria.

Second, it needs to be easily interpretable in order to

be incorporated into a physicians workflow. We com-

pare the results of a single decision tree compared to

a bagged ensemble (Random Forest
TM

) and a boosted

ensemble (Boosted Decision Tree). On the one hand, a

decision tree is highly interpretable and the pathologist

finds this decision support method useful. On the other

hand, ensembles of decision trees are considered state

of the art with respect to performance [4].

We compare between a decision tree classifier and

state of the art ensemble methods using 10 fold cross

validation. We compared the prediction success rate,

sensitivity and specificity of a single pruned decision

tree, a bagged ensemble and a boosted ensemble. The

decision tree based model functions worst, with a 92%

across all three parameters. The Random Forest has the

highest sensitivity (96%) compared to a boosted deci-

sion tree which exhibits the highest specificity (98%).

Another performance evaluation of our CAD sys-

tem is an evaluation based on an independent test set.

We trained a decision tree based on the entire afore-

mentioned dataset. This model was used to predict the

state of 30 images taken from 5 different slides. These

slides were extracted from murine mice samples which

have the same genetic mutation and are annotated in

the same manner as the training set. Our CAD exhib-

ited a 93.3% predictive success rate. The specificity on

this set is 100%, while the sensitivity is 86.7%.

In order to evaluate the impact of the individual

primitives on the result outcome, we compare decision

trees grown based on their corresponding features using

10 fold cross validation, as depicted in Fig 6. The duct

based model performs best with respect to prediction

success rate and sensitivity, yet worst with respect to

specificity. This model is based on features which de-

scribe duct deformation; therefore it can better depict

early cancer compared to healthy observations. This

corresponds to our hypothesis that because pancreatic

cancer originates at the ducts, slight variations in ductal

morphology might serve as an early predictor of cancer.

Fig. 6 Feature comparison using 10-fold cross validation,
grouped by primitive

Duct analysis is an important aspect of our CAD

system. Note that most duct features do not necessarily

rely on a successful segmentation, see duct features list

1. We provide a methodological outline of duct analysis

in Fig 7 with an emphasis on duct segmentation using

contour pixel classification and aggregation. Contour

pixels marked green are pixels classified as belonging

to a duct boundary, black pixels are classified as not

belonging to a duct boundary. Score aggregation over

the entire contour is described in equation 4.

Subfigure (a) of Fig 7 is an example of a PanIN im-

age. ROIs are marked according to the aggregated clas-

sification score (true positive, true negative, false posi-

tive and false negative). Note that malformations across

the duct contours are marked black. This phenomenon

becomes especially pronounced in the ROI marked FN.

This duct is not successfully classified as a duct due to

the amount of its malformations, although features are

extracted from this contour nonetheless.

The ROI marked TP is an example of a successful

duct segmentation, note that the malformation in the

bottom side are marked black. The ROI marked FP is

an example of a gap in the connective tissue surrounded

by nuclei which is incorrectly classified as a duct (false

positive). The ROI marked TN is an example of a can-

didate contour which is correctly classified as non duct

structures (true negative).

We note that various applications can benefit from

”tuning” duct classification, for example to correctly

classify a false negative as marked in the ROI FN. This
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Fig. 7 Illus-
tration of duct
segmentation
and classi-
fication (a)
PanIn image
with ROIs;
includes
TP,FP,TN
and FN of
duct contour
classifica-
tion,(b)
Healthy im-
age with a
well formed
duct,(c)
Healthy image
with fixative
filled duct,(d)
Duct feature
distribution

can be achieved by generalizing equation 4:

HDuct({xi}) = sign(

N∑
i=1

T∑
t=1

αtht(xi)) > β (9)

In this research we used β = 0. A choice of β < 0

will reduce the number of false negatives at the expense

of increasing the number of false positives. A choice of

β > 0 will have the opposite effect.

Subfigure (b) of Fig 7 is an example of a healthy

image. This image contains an ROI of a well formed

duct. Note that almost all the pixels of its contour are

successfully marked as green (i.e. belong to a duct con-

tour). Subfigure (c) of Fig 7 is another example of a

healthy image. The ROI in this image is an example

of a failure to correctly classify a duct structure due to

inaccurate candidate contour generation. Duct identifi-

cation is difficult when the lumen is filled with fixative

material up to its border, since candidate contours are

generated by lumen connected component regions.

Subfigure (d) of Fig 7 is the distribution of 3 duct

features across our training set. Note the formation of

clusters in the feature space, which is of high impor-

tance to our prediction model. Most points falling at

the origin are simply images whose ductal morphology

did not play a part, such as inflammatory regions.

The limitations of our system are mainly the object

level segmentation. Adjacent nuclei will not be correctly

segmented by the watershed transform. Such a scenario

poses difficulties for any nuclei segmentation algorithm,

since no clear boundary exists. The stroma segmenta-

tion will sometimes include pixels that do not belong to

the stroma, since the segmentation relies on color clus-

tering. Duct identification is most difficult in scenarios

abundant with adjacent nuclei, forming duct-like stuc-

tures or when material fills the lumen which will influ-

ence duct contour formation. We partially overcome the

last problem by using morphological closing over the lu-

men cluster. Since our system does not rely on a single

type of exact segmentation and the object level features

are designed to be robust to such limitations then the

overall performance of the system is only partially af-

fected. One possible improvement to this system is to

adopt a coarse to fine segmentation strategy. For exam-

ple, the duct segmentation could be evolved using active

contours, prior to feature extraction. Another possible

improvement would be to segment the fixative material

in order to eliminate its effect on the lumen.

The computing platform used in this study is an

Intel Core i7 2600K CPU clocked at 3.6Ghz with 8 GB

of RAM. The OS is a 64 bit version of Windows 7. The

CAD presented was coded using Matlab R2012a, using

the image processing and statistics toolboxes. Standard

Matlab implementations (from the Statistics toolbox)

were used for all classification models. Image analysis

execution time is between 30 seconds and a number of

minutes, depending mostly on the number of candidate

duct contours found in image.

8.2 Decision Support Interface

A pathologist can use the output of the decision tree as

a decision support interface. Feature values are trans-
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formed into corresponding Z-scores and the tree forms

a flowchart which can be used to make multiple assess-

ments of the patient data. Such an interpretable rep-

resentation does not exist for ensemble methods and

facilitated the usage of our CAD beyond a single clas-

sification result.

9 Conclusion

We have presented a computerized diagnostics system

for the detection of early phase pancreatic cancer in

a pre-clinical controlled environment. Classification of

complex H&E structures is done via supervised learn-

ing, making our system highly reliant on ground truth

examples. Biopsy samples from the transgenic mice pro-

vide such a reliable set.

Our system is modeled in the spirit of a human

physician, making supervised decisions based on do-

main specific knowledge. Our novel duct detection method

is generic, making it applicable to various medical imag-

ing tasks, including different malignancies and different

degrees of sensitivity.

Quantitative features based on histological primi-

tive segmentation and classification not only provide

promising evaluation results using cross validation and

independent testing, but also bear meaning. Each and

every feature is defined based on clinical aspects. There

are two main reasons for choosing such a framework.

First, choosing features that do not bear clinical sig-

nificance will likely overfit the data, since such features

ultimately rely on assumptions based on the existing

dataset and do not take into account the vast domain

specific knowledge in the field of pathology. Second, the
output decision tree based on object level clinical fea-

tures provides an interpretable procedure for a physi-

cian. We believe that a visually interpretable model

based only on quantifiable clinical measures will lead

to computer aided diagnostics systems which are more

likely to be incorporated in a pathologist’s workflow.

Future work will explore the integration of addi-

tional structures of interest and the design of different

features that bear clinical interpretation. In addition,

we will investigate methods for extracting structures of

interest without human intervention.
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